Case Report

Middle ear squamous cell carcinoma: a case report
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ABSTRACT

Squamous cell carcinoma of middle ear is a rare entity. We present a case of 77 year old male, with squamous cell carcinoma of middle ear. Patient presented with blood tinged otorrhoea. Otoscopic examination revealed a soft tissue lesion in middle ear which bled on touch. Histopathological study of this soft tissue lesion gave a diagnosis of well differentiated squamous cell carcinoma. Radical clearance of the tumour achieved after removal of the malleus and incus. Tumour was seen extending into the eustachian tube orifice and it was removed in toto. Underlying bone was ablated using diode laser to confirm the radical clearance. Later patient was given radiotherapy 6 weeks after surgery to allow the healing of the operative site. The objective to report this case was to emphasize the importance of early diagnosis and prompt treatment for a better survival. Long standing history of ear discharge with soft tissue lesion bleeding on touch should always be evaluated by histopathological study to exclude malignancy.
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INTRODUCTION

Middle ear cancer represents 5-10% of all ear neoplasms. Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) constitutes majority of these neoplasms.1 SCC arising from chronic suppurative otitis media (CSOM) is a rare complication with the reported incidence being 1/4000 cases.

Early manifestations of SCCME are similar to CSOM, rendering early diagnosis difficult. Because of the low incidence and infrequent reports of SCCME, the extent of concordance between computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results, surgical findings, and pathology reports are not well-characterized.2

It is important to detect these lesions very early, since they retain a poor prognosis despite the development of increasingly radical surgical procedures and advances in radiotherapy.4 Herein, we report one such rare case of SCC arising in a background of CSOM

CASE REPORT

A 77-year-old male presented with one month history of exacerbated discharge from the left ear, which was blood tinged. He had a history of intermittent recurrent bilateral ear discharge for over 30 years. There has been associated difficulty in hearing but no vertigo or any neurological symptoms.

He is a known hypertensive and diabetic on treatment for the same since 20 years. No history of weight loss.

Otological examination of left ear revealed purulent bloody fluid in the left external auditory canal, subtotal perforation with granulation tissue in the tympanic cavity (Figure 1), which bled easily when touched. Right ear showed subtotal perforation.

No cranial nerve deficits were evident and no nodes were palpable in the neck. There was no trismus. Pure tone audiometry shown bilateral profound sensorineural hearing loss.
High resolution CT scan with contrast of the temporal bone on the left side showed evidence of enhancing soft tissue lesion involving the middle ear - hypotympanum, mesotympanum, extending into eustachian tube orifice and epitympanum encasing the ossicles posteriorly soft tissue density lesion seen in mastoid antrum and aditus (Figure 2a-c).

Clinical diagnosis of bilateral CSOM with suspicion of associated tuberculosis or malignancy on left side was made. Biopsy from left ear performed under surface anesthesia, granulation tissue from the anteroinferior region of tympanic cavity taken and sent for histopathological examination, which revealed features suggestive of well differentiated squamous cell carcinoma (Figure 3).

Patient managed by surgical intervention followed by radiation therapy. Radical clearance of the disease achieved. Antrum seen filled with fibrous granulation tissue which was suspicious of malignancy, hence cleared and sent separately for histopathological examination (HPE). Tumour mass in middle ear seen extending into eustachian tube orifice, excised in toto and sent for HPE in separate container. Granulation tissue seen extending from antrum into middle ear below the body of incus and head of malleus extending over facial canal up to stapes. For radical clearance malleus and incus removed. Granulation tissue cleared in toto from antrum, epitympanum, over facial canal and around stapes including sinus tympani area. Middle ear mucosa scraped off completely. Ablation of underlying bone done with diode laser, in the antrum, over medial wall of middle ear in region of hypotympanum and tumor, and around eustachian tube orifice. Defect in attic due to removal of malleus and incus obliterated using auto conchal cartilage and double layer of crushed perisoteum. Histopathology revealed squamous cell carcinoma with minimal stromal invasion in section sent from tumor site (middle ear) (Figure 4). Another section sent from antrum didn’t show any evidence of malignancy. Post operatively patient received radiation therapy after 6 weeks.
DISCUSSION

Malignant tumors originating in the middle ear are rare. The etiological factors in primary middle ear carcinoma are unknown, but one possible cause is chronic otitis media.

The classical hallmarks are otologic hemorrhage, intractable pain, sudden deafness, facial palsy and other symptoms of inner ear damage, which may not be evident in few cases. The common age group of presentation is between 5th-6th decade. However cases have been reported in children as young as 8 years. It is usually a unilateral disease however bilateral cases have been reported. Middle ear cancer masquerades CSOM for at least 6 months before its diagnosis. The pre-existing CSOM with or without cholesteatoma further delays the diagnosis and poses several diagnostic and therapeutic challenges.

Chronic otitis media has been implicated as the main etiological factor in this tumour. Between 75-85% of primary middle ear carcinomas are secondary to chronic suppurative otitis media which may be due to metaplasia of the middle ear mucosa caused by chronic inflammation. Radiation is the other factor implicated. More recently Jin et al. have shown that there is a high prevalence of human papilloma virus (HPV)-16/18, at both the tissue level and molecular level, of patients with middle ear squamous cell carcinoma. This might provide an insight into the role of chronic inflammation.

There are no clear-cut theories in the literature on the facilitation of the genesis of malignancy by CSOM or Cholesteatoma. Lodge et al. suggested that the chronic otitis might promote the development of a carcinoma in the middle ear in a manner analogous to the skin adjacent to draining sinuses resulting from chronic osteomyelitis.

Middle ear SCC, though a rare entity should be considered with a high index of suspicion when there is refractory or excessively bleeding granulation. Histopathologic examination of all granules and polyps is of significance in early diagnosis and treatment. SCC in the early stage is susceptible to be cured and in advanced stage, surgical resection with radiotherapy and chemotherapy could improve the survival. Recurrence and metastasis mainly occur in advanced stages and result in a poor survival.

CONCLUSION

This case is reported for the rare incidence of the occurrence of SCC in association with CSOM. Early identification of malignancy helps in preventing the progression of the disease, thereby initiating early treatment, and thus improving the survival rate.
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